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By Nadya, G8 Grace

Hello once again! The Ichthus students have
been experimenting their way through life in
school. Pretty hard, isn’t it? In the Special
Science Assembly held on 2 September 2015,
the students were once again divided according
to their houses.
This assembly was arranged by the Science
Department, led by Mr Nonie. The system of
the game follows the tradition of the oh-so-
famous special assemblies, with houses -
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John - competing
against each other to gain points, and the house
who does not follow the rules will be
disqualified. The Science Department have
arranged a game that provided multiple choice
questions. And again, as there are difficulty
levels, the games were divided by three
categories as follow; lower primary, upper
primary, and secondary.
For the lower primary, the students were given
a series of pictures and they had to guess what
the pictures represent. It was quite different for
the upper primary since the clues were read by
the teachers and the students had to guess the
answer. And lastly, for secondary, the students
had to determine and examine an experiment
that was shown as a video clip, and answer the
question related to the experiment.
And with this, the special assembly ended with
Luke House as the champion, followed by
Matthew House as runner up, John House
grabbing third place, and last but not the least,
Mark House.



By Aiko, G9 Gentleness

Zero Period

GUYS! I need to tell you something. CHRISTMAS IS NEAR!

Zero Period has once again commenced, this year Ichthus has
prepared 3 different plays for the annual Christmas Concert.
Teachers are getting busier preparing for the upcoming
spectacle, while students have begun practicing their roles.
Through all this they have been balancing and managing their
time with school requirements that are currently going on at
the moment.
What’s the reason why zero period started so early? So that
Ichthus will have more time to practice, making this year’s
Christmas Concert even more special, leaving parents and its
audience in awe. The students of Ichthus School West will
guarantee you that the Christmas Concert will be a blast! So be
prepared for the time of your lives and see the performances
gladly prepared for you.



Smile Aisle
Solve this Sudoku!


